Energy

WHO WE ARE
Morton Fraser is one of Scotland’s largest independent law firms,
headquartered in Scotland.
Our energy team comprises specialists from a range of legal backgrounds
who have been involved in a wide variety of energy-related projects.
We play an active role in the energy market, a key member of our team
is Gail Watt, who is a founder member of Women in Renewable Energy
Scotland (WiRES) and is the current Chair of their Steering Group. She
is also a member of the Law Society of Scotland’s Energy Law Reform.

WHAT WE DO
We provide advice in the energy sector to a range of clients in both the
public and private sectors. Our energy team can also draw on specialist services from across the firm in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Property
Construction
Planning and Environmental
Banking and Finance
Agricultural and Rural
Corporate
Health and Saftey
Restructuring and Insolvency

CLEAR
CONCISE
COMPREHENSIVE

advice in difficult situations

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
Our energy team has expertise in many different areas of the market. For more information or to have
a chat, please feel free to get in touch with the following core team members:

Nuclear
Nick Atkins

Hydro
Caroline Earnshaw

Carbon Capture
Isabel MacSwan

On-Shore Wind
Gail Watt

Solar
Jonathan Seddon

Waste to Energy
Andrew Meakin

Climate Change
Rory Alexander

To visit our latest insights click here

OUR APPROACH
We promise to deliver clarity to our clients. What does that
mean in practice?
It means that any advice that we give will be easy to understand
and useful. It will be clear and will, where relevant, include
recommended options on how to proceed. In short, our advice
will be user-friendly.

CLARITY IS AT
THE HEART OF
EVERYTHING WE DO

It means that we will be clear and transparent with you about
our legal fees. We will always try to agree fixed fees with clients
up front wherever possible rather than relying on hourly rates.
We guarantee that if a client receives a bill that they weren’t
expecting, they don’t have to pay it.
Watch our Welcome to clarity video

YOUR SCOTS COUNSEL
We regularly partner with London, regional and international law firms as
the Scottish experts on cross border deals.
For further details please contact Andrew Meakin.
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Jenny Dickson
Partner and Chair
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Yvonne Brady
Head of Strategy for Restructuring and
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yvonne.brady@morton-fraser.com
0141 303 7129
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Partner
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Senior Associate
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Morton Fraser is a growing Scottish independent law firm, delivering clear advice to businesses, the public sector, individuals
and families.
MAKE CONTACT
For any of these services please contact us.
Edinburgh: 0131 247 1000
Glasgow: 0141 274 1100
The contents of this document are for information only and are not intended to be construed as legal advice and
should not be treated as a substitute for specific advice. Morton Fraser accepts no responsibility for the content
of any third party website to which this document refers. Morton Fraser LLP is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority.
www.morton-fraser.com

